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Considering the increasing traffic problems due to congestion, dynamic traffic
assignment (DTA) models are important in the analysis, planning and management of transport networks. Predicting route choices is central in DTA models
(e.g. DYNAMEQ, Florian et al., 2001, DYNASMART, Jayakrishnan et al., 1994),
DYNAMIT, Ben-Akiva et al., 2002 and Mezzo, Burghout et al., 2006, Burghout
et al., 2010) and for this purpose path based logit models are generally used. Such
models require sampling of choice sets of paths which is usually done by iteratively computing shortest paths using different generalized costs. Frejinger et al.
(2009) show that for consistent estimation of model parameters the path utilities
should be corrected for the sampling protocol. It is however still unclear how to
correct the utilities when the models are used for prediction, which is the case
in DTA models. Recently Fosgerau et al. (2012) proposed the recursive logit
(RL) model which is a link-based choice model that requires no restriction on the
choice set and no path sampling. Moreover, it can be both consistently estimated
and efficiently used for prediction.
The objective of this paper is to compare the RL and path-based logit models
for DTA with regard to computational complexity, memory requirements and prediction accuracy. We provide a theoretical discussion as well as numerical results
using the DTA model Mezzo (Burghout et al., 2006) for an illustrative example
and for a real network.
Recursive logit model
In this section we briefly describe the RL model which corresponds to a logit
model over an unrestricted choice sets of paths. The choice of path is decomposed into a sequence of link-choices and is formulated as a dynamic discrete
choice model Rust (1987). The choice of next link a (action) is made a the
sink node of the current link k (state). An instantaneous utility is associated
with each link u(a|k) = v(a|k) + µ(ε(a) − γ) where v(a|k) is the deterministic utility that is negative by definition for all links except the dummy link
without successors representing the destination. Similar to a classic logit model
ε(a) are i.i.d. extreme value. A traveller chooses the link for which the sum of
the instantaneous utility and the expected utility until the destination V (a) is the
maximum. In the context the expected maximum utility (also referred to as the
value function) is the log sum and is defined by the recursive Bellman equation
V (k) = E [maxa (v(a|k) + V (a) + µε(a))].
Let M denote the incidence matrix defining instantaneous utilities with ele1
ments Mak = δ(a|k)e µ v(a|k) if a is incident to k and zero otherwise. We denote z
1
a vector containing the value functions for each link zk = e µ v(a|k) and b a vector
defining the destination (elements for all links zero except the one for the destination which equals one). The Bellman equations can then be written as a system of
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linear equations
z = Mz + b

(1)

which can be efficiently solved. Note that, this formulation is valid also for time
dependent (deterministic) link travel times if a state is defined as a link time pair
instead of a link. We organize the next link probabilities into a matrix P where a
T
and where ◦ is the element-by-element product.
row k is defined as Pk = MMk ◦z
z
k
Theoretical comparison
In this section we compare the link- and path-based approaches by discussing
memory requirements and algorithm complexity (without a formal complexity
analysis). The objective of this section is to highlight the differences between the
two approaches rather than drawing general conclusions. We start by discussing
the differences in choice set assumptions.
Any path, including those with loops if the network contains cycles, is included in the choice set of the RL model. The corresponding choice set of paths
is hence infinite. This is fundamentally different from existing DTA path choice
models where the choice sets in general include only a small number of paths. The
path sampling approach relies on the same assumption as the RL model but it is
not known how to correct path utilities and the sampling approach is therefore not
applicable in a DTA model. Even though paths with loops should have a choice
probability close to zero for a well specified model, it needs to be numerically
investigated whether an unrestricted choice set cause issues in a DTA model. It is
also clear that restricting the choice set to too few paths may also be undesirable.
We now turn our attention to the comparison of memory requirements. We assume that the path-based approach uses static choice sets but with time-dependent
path utilities. The link-based approach has however time-dependent alternatives.
In spite of this difference which favours the path-based approach we make an
approximative comparison. Note that, there are many different network related
attributes that need to be stored that are common to the two approaches, below we
focus on the differences.
The memory the path-based approach requires depends on the size of the
choice sets and the number of links in a path. On average, considering static
¯ memory is needed where |S| is the number of OD pairs,
choice sets |S||C|Mp (I)
P
1
¯
|C| is the average choice set size (|C| = |S|
s∈S |Cs |) and Mp (I) the memory
¯ This is a crude approxrequired for storing a path with average number of links I.
imation and should mostly serve as an indication of what factors influence the
memory requirement. We note that for a given OD pair, paths often share links
but it is difficult to exploit this redundancy to reduce the memory requirement
since overlapping sequences may occur at different locations in the path.
In order to compute the next-link probabilities using the RL model, the destination specific value functions are stored. The memory required is then approx3

imately |A||T ||D|Mf , where |A| is the number of links, |T | the number of time
periods, |D| the number of destinations
pand Mf the memory required for a float.
If the OD matrix is square then |D| = |S|. On the one hand, even for paths with
¯ >> Mf , but |A||T | >> |C|. On the other hand, the link based
few links Mp (I)
approach is destination specific whereas the choice sets are OD specific.
We now turn our attention to a brief informal discussion on algorithmic complexity. The computational complexity of the path based approach mainly stems
from the repeated path generation. Indeed, shortest path trees are computed repeatedly and the path structure is traversed a number of times for checking uniqueness, calculating costs and pruning infeasible or expensive paths. The logit choice
probabilities are on the other hand straightforward to compute.
The RL model requires the solution of a system of linear equations for each
destination. The time complexity of solving such a system (if it is small enough
to be solved with a direct method) is comparable to the the complexity of solving one shortest path tree. The solution to the system depends on the link travel
times and hence needs to be solved for each assignment, but it is done once for
each destination. The destination specific next link probabilities require |A||T |
element-by-element vector multiplications and one matrix multiplication.
Final remarks
This is ongoing work and we are currently finalizing the Mezzo implementation
of the RL model. In order to compute (1) efficiently we use a MATLAB bridge to
Mezzo. In the paper, we will present numerical results on an illustrative example
in order to highlight differences of the model. This small network is composed
of 12 links and one OD pair. We choose link lengths and capacities so that there
are four comparable path alternatives and we analyze the results for different demands. The real data is from the Södermalm network which is a part of Stockholm, it is composed of 1101 links and 577 nodes and the path version of Mezzo
has already been calibrated on this network. We compare the assignment results
for the two different models and for different settings of Mezzo. For validation
purposes there are two different sources of data: link counts and observed path
choices from taxi GPS data.
The main contribution of this paper is a discussion on these two fundamentally
different route choice models from theoretical and numerical points of views. We
analyze the paths choices generated by the models as well as the requirements
concerning memory and computational resources. The RL model has clear theoretical advantages (can be consistently estimated and used for prediction without
utility correction) and we analyze here potential practical issues such as the presence of loops.
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